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For James Bond and the British Secret Service, the stakes couldn't be higher. 007's mission is to

neutralize the Russian operative Le Chiffre by ruining him at the baccarat table, forcing his Soviet

masters to "retire" him. When Le Chiffre hits a losing streak, Bond discovers his luck is in - that is,

until he meets Vesper Lynd, a glamorous agent who might yet prove to be his downfall. This

audiobook includes an exclusive bonus interview with Dan Stevens.Blackstone Audio, Inc. James

Bond and 007 are registered trademarks of Danjaq LLC, used under license by Ian Fleming

Publications Ltd
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Most of the the one and two star reviewers of this book were sadly disappointed, expecting that the

glitzy movie version of Bond would be found in Fleming's actual books. But, with the exception of

Sean Connery's Bond in the first three movies, and Daniel Craig's back-to-basics interpretation in

the first three of the current series, the movie Bond character for the most part has been nothing

more than escapist fantasy. The literary Bond isn't the superhero of the movies. He's a flawed, cold

killer in the service of his country in a dangerous time.Written during the height of the Cold War,

Fleming's Bond novels were based on actual people and operations that Fleming had first hand

knowledge of because of his highly placed role in British Naval Intelligence during WW II.Rather

than judge Casino Royale, or any of Fleming's Bond novels, by what you've seen in the movies,

instead first learn about the real Operation Goldeneye; the real Operation Tracer; the real Operation



Ruthless; the real No. 30 Commando Unit; the real Special Operations Executive; the real 10th Light

Flotilla; the real "Smyert Shpionam

Possible spoilers below-This kickstarter to the James Bond novels is written very well. From the

start, Fleming creates a bond (no pun intended) between the reader and the cold, calculating spy

that is James Bond. The atmosphere of the novel is indeed tense, and the expressions on the

characters' faces are easily imagined. I was particularly impressed with the Le Chiffre character,

who is written in a clear and convincing way. Fleming describes his facial expressions and

mannerisms in a way that you feel almost familiar with him, and it's somewhat terrifying.There is a

torture scene that is quite difficult to read, but its aftermath is what makes the novel. Despite all his

coldness, James Bond's humanity is revealed in his romance with Vesper Lynd. You can feel his

happiness at possibly having found a soul mate, his frustration when the relationship sours, and

most of all, his bitterness and deep hurt when Vesper denies both of them happiness by committing

suicide and revealing herself to him in a suicide note.In the end this is an enjoyable novel, though it

feels a tad rushed, and is not really a "spy novel" per se. Only about half the book contains the

"meat"- the poker battle with Le Chiffre and the later confrontation that sees Bond brutally tortured.

The rest is more of a love story, but still provides valuable insight into the Bond character.The

physical book is well put together, I might add. I prefer the modernized look and design to the rather

suggestive covers normally used on Bond novels in the past.

IF you're a bond fan, then you need to read it. Many of the movies have made casino royale look

dumb or cheesy, the latest movie with daniel craig is actually the best version to date (in terms of

matching the intensity of the book). We all know Bond as this adventurous player, doing crazy

things that as a man you admire, but this book reveals such a darker, more sexist version of the

character. The movies make him seem like this over-the-top alpha male, but the book really shows

that he has his own issues, and his view on women is much more harsh than the movies. I think

they know that people love to think of Bond as a hero, but in this first novel, he treats this woman he

loves (who is actually his equal in every way) as "just a woman". I was surprised to see that Bond

wasn't some amazing guy, but a human who just seems to get lucky in so many deadly situations,

who is skilled but terribly flawed. It inspired me to read all the other books too.In terms of the book

itself, it's well written (though confusing as characters/entities in the fictional world are introduced

without explanation) and a very fast read. It was suspenseful, dark, witty, and awesome.
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